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Abstract
The main contributions presented here are (i) to widen
the classes of model sets for which necessary and sufficient conditions for uncertainty model unfalsification
can be obtained, and (ii) to display the effect of different assumptions concerning the modeling error on
the curves defining the boundary of unfalsified models
(the optimal uncertainty tradwff curve) for the same
underlying data set.

1 Introduction

The work described here is a further extention of the
uncertainty model unfalsification paradigm as first described by Poolla et al.[10]. Unfalsification has been
proposed as a replacement for the system identification step in iterative adaptive control [Z], 131, 161. The
paradigm has also been proposed for direct controller
unfalsification [ll, 121. Unfalsification helps quantify
the connections between adaptation and learning as espoused in the dual control concept [I, Ch. 7j, and more
recently in the windsurfer approach to adaptation [5].
In this paper we show how different assumptions on
the model error type affect the unfalsification test and
associated uncertainty tradeoff curves. We specifically
examine the effect of assuming that the unknown but
hounded dynamic uncertainty (model error) is lineartime-invariant, incrementally nonlinear time-invariant,
or nonlinear time-invariant. In all cases the disturbance
is assumed to be unknown but RMS bounded.
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Notation
Let Sf denote the set of real sequences of length e, i.e.,
z = {q,.
. . ,zf} E Sf.The norm of z E Sf is defined

(c:=~

as [[zll=
z:)"'.
A subsequence is denoted by
z ~=, {z,,
~ ... ,zt}, and the norm of a subsequence is
denoted by [IX[~,:~ =
Let S denote the set of
infinite sequences with finite norm.
The systems considered are scalar, sampled-data systems which are causal, map Sf into itself, and are intially a t rest, i.e., they have no memory of input sequences for t < 1. For the system G, the value of the
mapping Gu at time t is denoted by ( G U ) and
~ a subsequence of the mapping by (Gu)~:t.

2 Uncertainty M o d e l Unfalsification P r o b l e m

The generic uncertainty model unfalsification problem
is as follows:
Given scalar data sequences e,v E S f , establish necessary and suficient conditions
for the ezistence of a disturbance sequence
w E St and a system A such that

and which arr consistent with the data error
model, i.e.,

The sets W(n) and A(6) denote, respectively, a set
of sequences with norm bounded by n and a set of
systems with gain bounded by 6. The data sequence e
is often obtained as the prediction error associated with
an assumed model of the system, and v is a function
of other sensed signals, the choice reflecting the type
of dynamic uncertainty, or model error. For example,
using the standard form in [7],

San

D

where (G, H ) are linear-time-invariant systems, u is the
control input, and y is the sensed output. If v = u, then
A represents additive model error, i e . , the uncertainty
model has the form,

Ifu = Gu, then A represents multtplicatise.model error,
i.e., the uncertainty model the form,

There are clearly many variations one could include,
e.g., combinations of additive and multiplicative model
errors, co-prime factor uncertainty, and so on, ultimately leading to the uncertainty structures descihed
by the more inclusive linear fractional representation
familiar in robust control design. In addition, as shown
in section 4.1, the error could be obtained from a pammetric prediction error model with parameters associated with transfer function coefficients which characterize the input/output and disturbance dynamics.
2.1 Disturbance Uncertainty
There are many ways to characterize the disturbance
set W(a). For example, consider the following sets of
finite sequences:

to handle in optimization. However, there are no restrictions preventing correlation with inputs and so the
"worst-case" can occur. As shown above, characterizations of deterministic sets which resemble white noise
have been examined in [8] in the frequency domain with
application to system identification and in 19) for both
time and frequency domains with application to robust
control. The set W,helime(~,m) is essentially one of
the standard white noise test where y is chosen from X2
distribution tables; m is the lag window used to smooth
,~)
the correlation function. The set W w h l ~ r e q ( u , m is
shown in [8] to also be useful for white noise testing;
m again is the lag window, a2 is the rms-level of w
and hence, the average level of the spectrum of w, and
r € (0,l) determines the "flatness" of the spectrum.
Clearly these latter sets do preserve the character of
white noise, but they are not convex. However, they are
no worse than quadratic and so may he quite amenable
to conjugate-gradient methods of optimization.
2.2 Gain-Bounded Dynamic Uncertainty
Uncertain dynamics can also be characterized in a number of ways. Consider the following gain-bounded,
time-invariant (TI) dynamic uncertainty sets:

.

Linear (LTI)

Rms-bounded noise
Since A E LTI, the gain hound condition is
equivalent to the frequency domain bound:
Time-domain white noise [9]

where r,(r)

is the auto-correlation of

Incrementally nonlinear (INTI)
W.

.

Nonlinear (NTI)

Observe that r,(O) = llw112/e
Frequency-domain white noise (81

\.,

where A{.) denotes eigenvalues and
3 Uncertainty Model Unfalsification

The disturbance set W,,,(a) is the simplest of choices
for deterministically characterizing "noise." The main
advantage is that it is a convex set and therefor easy

In this section we state the necessary and sufficient
conditions for solving the complete uncertainty model
unfalsification problem (section 2) with disturbance
uncertainty set W,,, and dynamic uncertainty sets
ALTI,AINTI,
and ANTI.We also show how to obtain
the optimal uncertainty tradeoff curves corresponding
to each of the uncertainty sets.

.

A E A I N T Iif( and
~ ) only if,

3.1 U,nfalsiEcation Test
Given data sequences e, v E Sf, there ezists
a sequence w E Sf and a system A which
are consistent with the data, that is,

aTR(w,6)a 5 0, V a E AINTI

(20)

A E ANT^(^) if and only if,
with w E W,,(u)

if and only if

aTR(w,6)a 5 0, V a E ANTI

--

(21)

where ANTIand A I N T Iare defined as follows:

ANTI= { a +E RL ( i = 1 : e )

.

and such that:

(22)

with:

A E A ~ x l ( 6 if
) and only if,

with ( E , W ) the e x e Toepiitz
matrices formed from the sequences
(e,v , w),respectively, e.g.,

v,

[1,0,0,..., 0,0]
= [ O , l , O ,..., O,O]

aT
a:

=

a:

= [O,0,0,...,0,1]

and

A~~~~
= { a i E R!

.

I

i = 1:

e(e + i ) p }

(23)

with:

A E A I N T I if( ~and
) only if, vm-7l =
O:tandVt=l:f!,
Il(zn - zm)(e- W ) I I , , ~ 5 6 ll(zn - zm)vll,:,
(16)
. .
where zr is the k-forurard shift operator, i.e., if z = ( Z I , Z Z ,...) then
rkz = {O, . . . ,0, zl,22,...) with kzems.
A E ANTI(^) if and only if W = 1 : f!,

a:

= [1,0,..., 01

a:

= [O, ..., 0,1]

= [I,-1,O ,..., 01

.

Ile - W

I I ~ : 5~ 6 IIvII,:~

(17)

The result for A E A m I ( 6 ) and the necessity for
A E ANTI(^) (which is the same as the necessary
and sufficient conditions for gain-bounded linear-timevarying (LTV) systems) is found in [lo]. Proof of the
remaining results can be found in [4].

3.2 Inclusion P r o p e r t y
Conditions (15)-(17)satisfy an inclusion, or nesting,
property. To see this, define the matrix

It is shown in [4]that conditions (15)-(17)are equivalent, respectively, to the following:

.

A E A L T I (if~and
) only if,
oT7t(w,6)a 5 0,

Va E Rf

(19)

The
+ l ) / 2 elements of AINTIenumerate all the
unique time shifts and subsequence sums possible which
satisfy the time-invariance and incremental gain bound
condition (11). These of course include the case of
no shifts and all subsequence sums which are enumerated as the t elements of ANTI.Hence, for a given 6
and data set, (11) is more restrictive than (12), i.e.,
ANTIC AINTI.
Because AINTIC R', it follows that
A E A L T I ( 6 )(9) is the most restrictive of the three
model error sets. Specifically, (19) insures that all of
the eigenvalues of R ( w , 6 ) are negative, whereas (20)(21) allow some of the eigenvalues to he positive.

f!(e

model uncertainty bound, 6, and the minimum possible corresponding disturbance uncertainty bound d(6).
Every point on the curve depends on a different choice
of the uncertainty pair (w,A). The tradeoff curve separates the unfalsiied and falsified uncertainty models
based on the current data. The shape of the curve de.
pends on the choice ofthe uncertainty sets w ( ~ )A(6).
We can examine W,,(u) together dilfh any one of
A L T I ( ~,)A I N T I ( ~Or
) , ANTI(&),thus leading to three
tradeoff CUrVeS: ~ L T I ( ~INTI(^),
),
and d ~ ~ l ( 6Since
).
the uncertainty sets are convex, it follows that (32) is a
convex optimization, and hence, all the tradeoff curves
are convex functions. In addition, as shown in [4] they
are nested, i.e.,

The nesting occurs because the extremes of the convex
functions are similarly ordered. At 6 = 0, the optimal
w is equal toe, and hence, all three minimum rms levels
are identical, i.e., a t 6 = 0,

At the other extreme when the rms level is zero (w =
O), the corresponding uncertainty bounds satisfy (28).

4 Unfalsification with Parametric Models
4.1 P a r a m e t r i c Uncertainty Model
To unfalsify models that include unknown parameters,
consider the single-actuator, single-sensor prediction
error (PE) uncertainty model [Z,31:

+

y = G(0)u + H(O)(w Av)

I

w E W(u)
AEAW

(35)

where y and u are, respectively, the observed output
and input sequences, G(0) and H(0) a r e , linear-timeinvariant systems, initially a t rest, each dependent on
a parameter vector 0 E O. The prediction error m o ciated with the above uncertainty model is,

which decomposes into,

The set 8 is a subset of

I

(0 E RP H(0)-I and H(0)-'G(0) are stable)
(38)
. .
Parameters in Ortab insure that the predictor associated with (35) is stable (71. These assumptions imply
that the dominant plant dynamics are well approximated by the LTI system G(0).H(0) for some value of
Ortab =

0. If A = A L T ~then
, the model represents the belief
that the true system is dominantly LTI, but uncertain.
This may be a reasonable assumption in some cases,
e.g., flexible systems undergoing small dispalcements.
In other circumstances the model error is due to inherent nonlinearities.
Observe that the PE uncertainty model (35) is characterized by three types of parameters, (0,u,6), i.e.,
uncertainty arises from transfer function parameters,
disturbance, and dynamics. In contrast, the standard
P E model is characterized by two types of parameters,
(O,o), i.e., uncertainty is due to transfer Function parameters and disturbance only. Furthermore, classical
system identification poses an optimization problem in
(0,u), and does not deal with the dynamic uncertainty
set A(6) which is of critical importance for robust coutrol. In contrast, unfalsification is a feasibtli* problem
- find a the model set whose members are consistent
with the data. This philosophical shift allows the dynamic uncertainty bound 6 to be estimated (unfalsified)
along with 0 and u.
4.2 Unfalsification Test

Given data sequences y,u,u E Sf,there exists a sequence w E Sf, a system A, and
parameter 0 which are consistent with the
data, that is, the prediction e m r satisfies

with 0 E O and w E W,,,(u) if and only if

.

and such that:

A E ALT1(6) if and only if,

.
.

A E A I N T I ( ~if) and only if,

A E A N ~ I (if~and
) only if,

with ANTI and AINTI as defined in (22).
(23) and where

and E(0) is the Toepliiz matrix formed from
the prediction enor sequence e(0) E S f .

4.3 Uncertainty Badeoff
The optimal uncertainty tradeoff is now obtained by
solving the following optimization problem:

Fiz 6 and perform the optimization:
min o
w,u,~

*--.

(43)

sub3ect to (39) and either (do), (Jf), or
(42), depending on the assumed dynamic
uncertainty set. Denote the-minimizing values of o and8 by d(6) andO(6) respectively.
The graph of t ( 6 ) versus b establishes the tradeoff between model uncertainty, 6, and the minimum possible
corresponding RMS disturbance uncertainty hound o.
To every p o F t on the tradeoff curve there is a different
parameter 8(6), and hence, a different set of nominal
transfer functions, G(B^(s)),~ ( j ( 6 ) ) .
In general, the tradeoff curve is not convex because
e(8) is not ffine in 8 and u may also depend on 8, e.g.,
u = G(0)u. The curve is convex, and may be found
via convex optimization, when v = u (additive model
error) and (G(B),H(O)) are paramtrized via an ARX
model, i.e.,

6 Concluding R e m a r k s
We have shown that a number of tradeoff curves can be
generated, each consistent with the data, but based on
different assumptions about the dynamic uncertainty.
Questions remain regarding how to use all these curves
in the iterative design procedure outlined above.
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